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This is called 0. T. Pro.blems, and the Idea is that we spend one hour

together,, and you spend three ours by ourselves, or else you four

hours by yourselves studying problems that we discuss together.

Mr. Abernathy, could you briefly mention ideas that you have for what

would be most useful for us to do this year, or what you would be most inter

eted in,

Mr. Ab. Well, one as the use of the waw donsecutive in the Hebrew, and

the evidence for the traditional view as comcared to ..,.l 3/k... Dr. Young,

And the other wne was a textual comparison of the read Sea Isaiah with the

MasoreticTet . 2,

AAM: Yes, now this second wne e did some work on tMt, Mr. Mezner and

Mrs. Wilson and I last spring. We didn't get very far in it, I think we

opened u something of method, and we touched a few interesting passages.

But it is a tremendous field, and you either take a little area and you go

into it, and you learn quite a bit about the method, or you take some selected

ones a of one type or another, or you cOuld make a survey of things that

have been written or it, and take their conclusions, and try to check their

evidences andsee what 700 thought their onclsuions whether they were

justified or hot, examining ke evidences. Those would be three ways that

could be clone, Mr. Hayes,what occurs to you of particular interest?

Mr. Ft. I don't know, I haven't thought of anything.

AAM: Well, now, just in general what is your interest now, even in

connection with you thesis? Jue cc it is beyond the hours of your thesis.

You are particularly interested in the LXX I believe You are particularly

interested n1 the LXX but now also In the Hebrew, I believe. Hebrew/ grammar,

Hebrew vocabular: Hebrew reading, and so on? Pre you not? But more in the

LXX. Oh, I sees you mean you would put the two on a pare', .,.3-.,,..

Mr. Meznar, you are vjsting us today, you don't have an idea that

particularly occurs to you, of something that you would be particularly

interested in, or something that you think would be interestng for them
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